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Free epub Dictionary of scottish church
history and theology (Read Only)
an absorbing survey of the history of the christian church from a d 33 to the present including
a comprehensive section on the church in the united states and canada an ideal text for
seondary schools and bible institutes how did the christian church originate what journeys
has it taken over two millennia and how did it come to exist in its present myriad forms the
answers to these questions form a tapestry of history that reaches from first century
palestine to the ends of the earth this volume tells this rich story from an ecumenical
perspective drawing on both eastern and western historic sources in exploring the rise of
eastern orthodoxy the church across asia africa and the americas and the reformations of the
western church including the diversity of contemporary voices the work benefits from many
pedagogical features boxed text sections identifying central figures and points of debate
study questions for each chapter chapter summaries maps charts index supplemented by
over 400 illustrations this book embraces the universality of historic and current christianity
creating a single and comprehensive volume for students of church history and systematic
theology church history books must choose either brevity or thoroughness a history of the
church does an excellent job combining both although it has been used as a college textbook
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it also has been used successfully in local churches and personal study of church history as
well church history in plain language makes church history clear memorable and accessible
to every reader dr bruce shelley makes church history come alive in this classic book that has
become not only the first choice of many laypeople and church leaders but the standard text
in many college classrooms church history in plain language treats history as the story of
people their motivations the issues they grapple with the decisions they make and the result
is that history reads like a story almost as dramatic and moving as a novel this fourth edition
revised by r l hatchett brings the story of christianity into the twenty first century with
detailed information on theology of the early church and reformation gnosticism and its
ongoing relevance the rapid global extension and transformation of christianity since 1900
the decline in traditional mainline denominations the influence of technology on the spread of
the gospel how christianity intersects with other religions in countries all over the world
church history in plain language makes history easy to follow and retain by dividing the
christian story into the great ages of the church its clarity organization and historical
accuracy are part of what make this book a go to resource for today s readers announcing
the newest release in our well received popular encyclopedia series the popular encyclopedia
of church history an ideal resource for anyone who want a clear user friendly guide to
understanding the key people places and events that shaped christianity general editors ed
hindson and dan mitchell have extensive experience with producing reference works that
combine expert scholarship and popular accessibility together with a broad range of well
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qualified contributors they have put together what is sure to become a standard must have
for both bible teachers and students with nearly 300 articles across 400 pages readers will
enjoy a comprehensive panorama of church history from acts 2 to today a clear presentation
of how the church and its teachings have developed concise biographies of major christian
figures and their contributions fascinating overviews of key turning points in church history
this valuable resource will enrich believers appreciation for the wonderful heritage behind
their christian faith church history offers a unique contextual view of how the christian church
spread and developed it did so not in a vacuum but in a setting of times cultures and events
that both influenced and were influenced by the church church history looks closely at the
integral link between the history of the world and that of the church volume one explores the
development of the church from the days of jesus to the years prior to the reformation filled
with maps charts and illustrations it offers overviews of the roman greek and jewish worlds
insights into the church s relationship to the roman empire with glimpses into pagan attitudes
toward christians the place of art and architecture literature and philosophy both sacred and
secular and much more spanning the time from the first through the thirteenth centuries the
text is intended to be helpful to a student with no history background the book is divided into
two parts the first deals with theoretical issues such as the need for church history how you
write about god as a cause of events and objectivity in historical research the second is more
pratcical in nature and deals with the types and use of sources documentation and types of
historical research the appendices provide helpful information on terms how to use church
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history in a local church and how to write a local church history from publisher description
church history volume two chronicles the events the triumphs and the struggles of the
christian movement from the years leading up to the reformation through the next five
centuries to the present day looking closely at the integral link between the history of the
world and that of the church church history paints a portrait of god s people within the
context of the times cultures and developments that both influenced and were influenced by
the church features maps charts and illustrations spanning the time from the thirteenth
century to today explanations of all the major denominational movements traditions and
schisms during and after the reformation overviews of the christian movement in africa
eastern europe asia and latin america to cover the scope of the ecumenical environment of
the twenty first century insights into the role and influence of politics culture and societal
norms and technology on the western church unbiased details on the major theological
controversies and issues of each period authors perspective authors john d woodbridge and
frank a james iii wrote this history of the church from the perspective that such a history is
the story of the greatest movement and community the world has known as imperfect as it
still is it s a human story of a divinely called people who want to live by a divine revelation it s
a story of how they succeeded and how they failed and of how they are still trying to live out
their calling from the reformation theologians in europe to the revivalists apologists and
christian thinkers all over the world the historical figures detailed are people who have
struggled with the meaning of the greatest event in history the coming of the son of god and
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with their role in that event and in the lives of god s people twenty centuries of catholic
christianity john c dwyer a history of the church from its beginnings to the present that
reflects on successes and failures over the years the first in the all new christian cornerstone
series offers a comprehensive but concise tour of the crucial events and outstanding
personalities that have marked the growth of the christian church over the last 2 000 years
renowned evangelical scholar howard vos summarizes the most up to date information and
statistics available on worldwide christianity this classic work of church history provides a
detailed and engaging account of christianity from the early apostles to the 19th century
wordsworth covers the major events figures and controversies of christian history and offers
insights into the theological political and social contexts that shaped the faith throughout the
ages his thoughtful analysis and elegant prose make this a valuable resource for scholars
students and general readers alike this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this introduction to early church history
emphasizes people rather than policies or polemics and shows christians in the first 500
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years persevering under persecution and carrying their faith east and south into asia and
africa as well as westwards into europe the book includes maps charts photographs and
suggestions for further discussion and study it also includes many quotations from original
sources includes annual reports the third edition of christianity through the centuries brings
the reader up to date by discussing events and developments in the church into the 1990s
this edition has been redesigned with new typography and greatly improved graphics to
increase clarity accessibility and usefulness new chapters examine recent trends and
developments expanding the last section from 2 chapters to 5 new photos over 100 photos in
all more than twice the number in the previous edition single column format for greater
readability and a contemporary look improved maps 21 and charts 39 building on the
features that have made christianity through the centuries an indispensable text the author
not only explains the development of doctrines movements and institutions but also gives
attention to the impact of christianity on its times and to the mark of the times on christianity
church history is important because it shows us how god s faithful dealings with his people in
the bible continue in the ongoing life and work of christ in our world if you have ever wished
for a short book highlighting church history s most important events that will enlighten your
mind and peak your interest this is the one you ve been waiting for three prolific church
historians collaborate their efforts in church history 101 to present you with a quick read of
church history s high points the word of god exalts history and calls us to study it yet the
prevailing attitude among many christians today is that the study of the past is good for only
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collecting bits of entertaining trivia asserting that meditating upon god s works and servants
in history is not optional for the christian but an important part of covenant faithfulness to the
lord church historians joel r beeke and michael a g haykin present seven benefits for the
christian who studies church history and they provide practical suggestions for how they get
started delve into the exciting narrative that is the story of the church s own history this well
researched educational and invaluable reference is sure to inform members of the clergy
dres teachers and history buffs church history is the story of faith handed on of how fallible
human people given by god to be members of the body of christ in the church have struggled
to live out the gospel in the very concrete circumstances of their lives for nearly two
thousand years if we stand within the church if we are the church then it is our story and
when we learn the story of our struggles triumphs and failures we come to know more about
who and what we are as a community of faith from the introductioncatholic basics a pastoral
ministry series offers an indepth yet accessible understanding of the fundamentals of the
catholic faith for adults both those preparing for lay ministry and those interested in the
topics for their own personal growth the series helps readers explore the catholic tradition
and apply what they have learned to their lives and ministry situations each title offers a
reliable introduction to a specific topic and provides a foundational understanding of the
concepts each book in the series presents a catholic understanding of its topic as found in
scripture and the teachings of the church each of the authors has paid special attention to
the documents of the second vatican council and the catechism of the catholic church so that
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further learning can be guided by these core resources chapters conclude with study
questions that may be used for small group review or for individual reflection additionally
suggestions for further reading offer dependable guides for extra study the initiative of the
national conference of catechetical leadership led to the development of an earlier version of
this series the indispensable contribution of the series editor dr thomas walters helped
ensure that the concepts and ideas presented here are easily accessible to a wide audience
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this
work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern
editions that are true to the original work reclaiming our roots the most inclusive church
history textbook on the market today pays special attention to such matters as christianity in
the southern hemisphere eastern orthodoxy the church among minority cultures in north
america and the role of women in church history it includes not just names dates and events
in church history but also sophisticated theological analyses of the issues that have made
history making it useable as a text for both history of christian thought as well as introduction
to church history courses readers are exposed to a variety of credible scholarly
interpretations of issues events and major figures and encouraged to make their own
judgments based upon the evidence and with the help of suggested primary source readings
leading questions that open doors for group discussion and individual reflection on the core
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issues follow each section fortress press s foundations for learning series prepares students
for academic success through compelling resources that kick start their educational journey
into professional christian ministry in exploring church history derek cooper invites readers to
consider the purpose and significance of church history in the lives of individuals and
communities today rather than offering an exploration of bygone eras and outdated events
cooper brings history to life by emphasizing how past events individuals and movements
shape how we understand the world around us exploring church history is divided into three
convenient sections while the first and second sections explain why and what we study in
church history the last section teaches readers how to study church history the combined
effect of the book is to present a clear and accessible introduction to the field of church
history this unique approach to understanding the history of the anglican and episcopal
churches was originally part of the 1979 church s teaching series rather than writing a simple
chronological history of the church john booty one of the premier experts in church history
explores the subject thematically booty addresses four major areas the church and its
essential nature how a weak and faltering church can be renewed and reformed how christ
culture church and state relate to one another the church s historical and current
understanding of its mission throughout booty concentrates not only on the history itself but
how that history relates to today s church excellent for course work or for lay study john
booty taught church history at virginia seminary and the episcopal theological school he was
also professor of anglican studies at the university of the south where he served as dean of
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the school of theology he currently resides in center sandwich new hampshire essential
church history is an interesting informative and consistently readable narrative of the church
it brings to life central people and dramatic events that shaped the christian religion
including the formation of the canon the arian controversy the crusades and the reformation
period adam murrell skillfully shows how the bible the believer s ultimate authority must
remain at the forefront in order for the church to be guided into truth when that authority is
abandoned or forsaken however the consequences are always devastating as witnessed in
the errors of arianism pelagianism holy wars the moral bankruptcy of the medieval church
and liberal protestantism essential church history will serve as a fascinating introduction to
the panoramic history of christianity all the while providing biblical truths for students and
teachers of church history for pastors and for general readers this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough
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to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant essays range chronologically from luke gardiner s analysis of
socrates scholasticus s retelling of the events of the reign of theodosius i in the 440s to john
wolffe s essay on modern religious history and the contemporary church



The Church in History 1988-06 an absorbing survey of the history of the christian church
from a d 33 to the present including a comprehensive section on the church in the united
states and canada an ideal text for seondary schools and bible institutes
A Global Church History 2019-09-05 how did the christian church originate what journeys has
it taken over two millennia and how did it come to exist in its present myriad forms the
answers to these questions form a tapestry of history that reaches from first century
palestine to the ends of the earth this volume tells this rich story from an ecumenical
perspective drawing on both eastern and western historic sources in exploring the rise of
eastern orthodoxy the church across asia africa and the americas and the reformations of the
western church including the diversity of contemporary voices the work benefits from many
pedagogical features boxed text sections identifying central figures and points of debate
study questions for each chapter chapter summaries maps charts index supplemented by
over 400 illustrations this book embraces the universality of historic and current christianity
creating a single and comprehensive volume for students of church history and systematic
theology
A History of the Church 1991 church history books must choose either brevity or
thoroughness a history of the church does an excellent job combining both although it has
been used as a college textbook it also has been used successfully in local churches and
personal study of church history as well
Chapters in Church History 1963 church history in plain language makes church history



clear memorable and accessible to every reader dr bruce shelley makes church history come
alive in this classic book that has become not only the first choice of many laypeople and
church leaders but the standard text in many college classrooms church history in plain
language treats history as the story of people their motivations the issues they grapple with
the decisions they make and the result is that history reads like a story almost as dramatic
and moving as a novel this fourth edition revised by r l hatchett brings the story of
christianity into the twenty first century with detailed information on theology of the early
church and reformation gnosticism and its ongoing relevance the rapid global extension and
transformation of christianity since 1900 the decline in traditional mainline denominations
the influence of technology on the spread of the gospel how christianity intersects with other
religions in countries all over the world church history in plain language makes history easy
to follow and retain by dividing the christian story into the great ages of the church its clarity
organization and historical accuracy are part of what make this book a go to resource for
today s readers
The Church History of the First Three Centuries 1879 announcing the newest release in our
well received popular encyclopedia series the popular encyclopedia of church history an ideal
resource for anyone who want a clear user friendly guide to understanding the key people
places and events that shaped christianity general editors ed hindson and dan mitchell have
extensive experience with producing reference works that combine expert scholarship and
popular accessibility together with a broad range of well qualified contributors they have put



together what is sure to become a standard must have for both bible teachers and students
with nearly 300 articles across 400 pages readers will enjoy a comprehensive panorama of
church history from acts 2 to today a clear presentation of how the church and its teachings
have developed concise biographies of major christian figures and their contributions
fascinating overviews of key turning points in church history this valuable resource will enrich
believers appreciation for the wonderful heritage behind their christian faith
Church History in Plain Language 2013-12-10 church history offers a unique contextual
view of how the christian church spread and developed it did so not in a vacuum but in a
setting of times cultures and events that both influenced and were influenced by the church
church history looks closely at the integral link between the history of the world and that of
the church volume one explores the development of the church from the days of jesus to the
years prior to the reformation filled with maps charts and illustrations it offers overviews of
the roman greek and jewish worlds insights into the church s relationship to the roman
empire with glimpses into pagan attitudes toward christians the place of art and architecture
literature and philosophy both sacred and secular and much more spanning the time from
the first through the thirteenth centuries
The Popular Encyclopedia of Church History 2013-08-01 the text is intended to be
helpful to a student with no history background the book is divided into two parts the first
deals with theoretical issues such as the need for church history how you write about god as
a cause of events and objectivity in historical research the second is more pratcical in nature



and deals with the types and use of sources documentation and types of historical research
the appendices provide helpful information on terms how to use church history in a local
church and how to write a local church history from publisher description
An Introduction to Church History 1984-01-01 church history volume two chronicles the
events the triumphs and the struggles of the christian movement from the years leading up
to the reformation through the next five centuries to the present day looking closely at the
integral link between the history of the world and that of the church church history paints a
portrait of god s people within the context of the times cultures and developments that both
influenced and were influenced by the church features maps charts and illustrations spanning
the time from the thirteenth century to today explanations of all the major denominational
movements traditions and schisms during and after the reformation overviews of the
christian movement in africa eastern europe asia and latin america to cover the scope of the
ecumenical environment of the twenty first century insights into the role and influence of
politics culture and societal norms and technology on the western church unbiased details on
the major theological controversies and issues of each period authors perspective authors
john d woodbridge and frank a james iii wrote this history of the church from the perspective
that such a history is the story of the greatest movement and community the world has
known as imperfect as it still is it s a human story of a divinely called people who want to live
by a divine revelation it s a story of how they succeeded and how they failed and of how they
are still trying to live out their calling from the reformation theologians in europe to the



revivalists apologists and christian thinkers all over the world the historical figures detailed
are people who have struggled with the meaning of the greatest event in history the coming
of the son of god and with their role in that event and in the lives of god s people
An Introduction to Church History 1925 twenty centuries of catholic christianity john c
dwyer a history of the church from its beginnings to the present that reflects on successes
and failures over the years
Church History, Volume One 2013 the first in the all new christian cornerstone series offers a
comprehensive but concise tour of the crucial events and outstanding personalities that have
marked the growth of the christian church over the last 2 000 years renowned evangelical
scholar howard vos summarizes the most up to date information and statistics available on
worldwide christianity
A History of the Church 2000-09-01 this classic work of church history provides a detailed
and engaging account of christianity from the early apostles to the 19th century wordsworth
covers the major events figures and controversies of christian history and offers insights into
the theological political and social contexts that shaped the faith throughout the ages his
thoughtful analysis and elegant prose make this a valuable resource for scholars students
and general readers alike this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a



copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Doing Church History 2008-08 this introduction to early church history emphasizes people
rather than policies or polemics and shows christians in the first 500 years persevering under
persecution and carrying their faith east and south into asia and africa as well as westwards
into europe the book includes maps charts photographs and suggestions for further
discussion and study it also includes many quotations from original sources
Church History, Volume Two: From Pre-Reformation to the Present Day 2013-08-08 includes
annual reports
Church History 1985 the third edition of christianity through the centuries brings the reader
up to date by discussing events and developments in the church into the 1990s this edition
has been redesigned with new typography and greatly improved graphics to increase clarity
accessibility and usefulness new chapters examine recent trends and developments
expanding the last section from 2 chapters to 5 new photos over 100 photos in all more than
twice the number in the previous edition single column format for greater readability and a
contemporary look improved maps 21 and charts 39 building on the features that have made
christianity through the centuries an indispensable text the author not only explains the
development of doctrines movements and institutions but also gives attention to the impact



of christianity on its times and to the mark of the times on christianity
Introduction to Church History 1996 church history is important because it shows us how god
s faithful dealings with his people in the bible continue in the ongoing life and work of christ
in our world if you have ever wished for a short book highlighting church history s most
important events that will enlighten your mind and peak your interest this is the one you ve
been waiting for three prolific church historians collaborate their efforts in church history 101
to present you with a quick read of church history s high points
Exploring Church History 1996 the word of god exalts history and calls us to study it yet
the prevailing attitude among many christians today is that the study of the past is good for
only collecting bits of entertaining trivia asserting that meditating upon god s works and
servants in history is not optional for the christian but an important part of covenant
faithfulness to the lord church historians joel r beeke and michael a g haykin present seven
benefits for the christian who studies church history and they provide practical suggestions
for how they get started
A Church History 2023-07-18 delve into the exciting narrative that is the story of the church s
own history this well researched educational and invaluable reference is sure to inform
members of the clergy dres teachers and history buffs church history is the story of faith
handed on of how fallible human people given by god to be members of the body of christ in
the church have struggled to live out the gospel in the very concrete circumstances of their
lives for nearly two thousand years if we stand within the church if we are the church then it



is our story and when we learn the story of our struggles triumphs and failures we come to
know more about who and what we are as a community of faith from the introductioncatholic
basics a pastoral ministry series offers an indepth yet accessible understanding of the
fundamentals of the catholic faith for adults both those preparing for lay ministry and those
interested in the topics for their own personal growth the series helps readers explore the
catholic tradition and apply what they have learned to their lives and ministry situations each
title offers a reliable introduction to a specific topic and provides a foundational
understanding of the concepts each book in the series presents a catholic understanding of
its topic as found in scripture and the teachings of the church each of the authors has paid
special attention to the documents of the second vatican council and the catechism of the
catholic church so that further learning can be guided by these core resources chapters
conclude with study questions that may be used for small group review or for individual
reflection additionally suggestions for further reading offer dependable guides for extra study
the initiative of the national conference of catechetical leadership led to the development of
an earlier version of this series the indispensable contribution of the series editor dr thomas
walters helped ensure that the concepts and ideas presented here are easily accessible to a
wide audience
Church History: The first advance, AD 29-500 1991 this scarce antiquarian book is a
facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks
notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important



we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and
promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to
the original work
Papers of the American Society of Church History 1889 reclaiming our roots the most
inclusive church history textbook on the market today pays special attention to such matters
as christianity in the southern hemisphere eastern orthodoxy the church among minority
cultures in north america and the role of women in church history it includes not just names
dates and events in church history but also sophisticated theological analyses of the issues
that have made history making it useable as a text for both history of christian thought as
well as introduction to church history courses readers are exposed to a variety of credible
scholarly interpretations of issues events and major figures and encouraged to make their
own judgments based upon the evidence and with the help of suggested primary source
readings leading questions that open doors for group discussion and individual reflection on
the core issues follow each section
Christianity Through the Centuries 2009-09-13 fortress press s foundations for learning series
prepares students for academic success through compelling resources that kick start their
educational journey into professional christian ministry in exploring church history derek
cooper invites readers to consider the purpose and significance of church history in the lives
of individuals and communities today rather than offering an exploration of bygone eras and
outdated events cooper brings history to life by emphasizing how past events individuals and



movements shape how we understand the world around us exploring church history is
divided into three convenient sections while the first and second sections explain why and
what we study in church history the last section teaches readers how to study church history
the combined effect of the book is to present a clear and accessible introduction to the field
of church history
Church History 101 2016-05-20 this unique approach to understanding the history of the
anglican and episcopal churches was originally part of the 1979 church s teaching series
rather than writing a simple chronological history of the church john booty one of the premier
experts in church history explores the subject thematically booty addresses four major areas
the church and its essential nature how a weak and faltering church can be renewed and
reformed how christ culture church and state relate to one another the church s historical
and current understanding of its mission throughout booty concentrates not only on the
history itself but how that history relates to today s church excellent for course work or for
lay study john booty taught church history at virginia seminary and the episcopal theological
school he was also professor of anglican studies at the university of the south where he
served as dean of the school of theology he currently resides in center sandwich new
hampshire
Why Should I Be Interested in Church History? 2017-03-24 essential church history is an
interesting informative and consistently readable narrative of the church it brings to life
central people and dramatic events that shaped the christian religion including the formation



of the canon the arian controversy the crusades and the reformation period adam murrell
skillfully shows how the bible the believer s ultimate authority must remain at the forefront in
order for the church to be guided into truth when that authority is abandoned or forsaken
however the consequences are always devastating as witnessed in the errors of arianism
pelagianism holy wars the moral bankruptcy of the medieval church and liberal protestantism
essential church history will serve as a fascinating introduction to the panoramic history of
christianity all the while providing biblical truths for students and teachers of church history
for pastors and for general readers
A Manual of Church History 1872 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge



alive and relevant
Church History in the Age of Science 1971 essays range chronologically from luke gardiner s
analysis of socrates scholasticus s retelling of the events of the reign of theodosius i in the
440s to john wolffe s essay on modern religious history and the contemporary church
A Church History 1883
Church History 2001-07
A Guide to the Study of Church History 1908
Modern Church History: From the Reformation to the Close of the Nineteenth
Century (1909) 2008-06-01
Reclaiming Our Roots, Volume I 2012-05-02
Outlines of Church History 1895
Church history 1978
A Manual of Church History 1889
Exploring Church History 2014-12-15
Studies in Modern Church History 1887
The Church in History 2003-01-03
The American Church History Series: A history of the Presbyterian churches, by
R.E. Thompson 1895
Guide to the Study of Church History 2019
Essential Church History 2010-12-09



A History of the Christian Church 2015-10-20
The Church on Its Past 2013
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